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Abstract
Microwave imaging is being investigated by many research groups for its po-
tential in medical diagnostic and treatment fields. Microwave signals are to
sensitive to small changes into the dielectric properties of the objects under test
which can be related to their physiological state. The use of UWB signals (
3.1 - 10.6 GHz ) allow a good compromise between penetration and resolution.
Moreover in the last years UWB frequency range has strongly exploited in med-
ical imaging research field, due to its characteristics of low-cost implementation
and low-power used.
The objective of this work is the design and the fabrication of multiplexed
slot antenna array, that will be used in a 3D arrayed microwave tomographic
system for medical imaging. This system is characterized by a rotation of mul-
tiplexed linear antenna array around the object under test. With the aim of
reducing the acquisition time it is replaced the vertical movement with a real
antenna array. In the chapter 1 the introduction of medical imaging will be pre-
sented and the system requirements are described. In the chapters 2 the basic
concepts of UWB microstrip slot antennas and feeding methods will be analyzed
respectively. In chapter 3 the individual array elements will be chosen and two
array configurations will be designed. In chapter 4 the feeding networks will
be planned and simulated, the prototypes will be fabricated and the simulation
data will be compared with measurement results. Finally the calibration will be
done and the array configuration with the best performance will be chosen. In
chapter 5 the conclusions will be deduced and the future works will be proposed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Microwave imaging for medical applications
Recently microwave, and more specifically UWB ( 3 - 10 GHz ) imaging, is
investigated for some diagnostic and treatment medical applications, such as
breast cancer detection, brain stroke detection or hyperthermia control. This is
justified by penetration and resolution characteristics of UWB signal, low-cost
and small size of UWB system. Furthermore, nowadays, the medical imaging
research favours the microwave imaging over other systems because:
 X-ray technology is a reasonable cost imaging method which provides a
high resolution but it does not differentiate clearly between benignant and
malignant tissue, it has an uncomfortable application and it uses ionizing
radiation;
 Magnetic Resonance Imaging is a high-cost technology;
 Nuclear Medicine is limited from radiation dose;
 Ultrasound imaging do not cause any health problems ( there are no
known harmful effects to humans ) but sometimes it is unable to determine
whether or not a mass is malignant, and a biopsy has to be recommended.
Furthermore, although its exams are quick and painless many cancers
cannot be detected.
Microwave signals are used to obtain medical images of the human body thanks
to its penetration power and its capability to interact with the tissue in a char-
acteristic manner. Their interaction is based on parameters, such as dielectric
properties or absorption characteristics of tissue [13], which have an influence
on the propagation. Inhomogeneous spatial distribution of these parameters
are registered and displayed with respect to their location in the object. The
final result is called image and the spatial distribution of those parameters is
analyzed quantitatively or qualitatively to obtain a relationship to some biolog-
ical properties of the tissue which are of diagnostic relevance. The properties
9
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of human tissue are influenced by physiological factors of clinical interest, such
as water content, temperature and vascularization. Moreover, microwaves are
non-ionizing waves and therefore does not pose health risk to the patient and
hence it is applicable as a safe diagnostic tool.
There are two types of imaging: passive and active. The first type is able
to image radiating objects without an external object-illumination. Hence it is
used without an artificial source. This radiation can be measured by using suit-
able radiometers and antennas which are matched to the tissue. For the active
microwave imaging, in comparison to the passive microwave imaging, an extra
object-illumination is required. During the imaging process the body will be
illuminated with a low-power coherent microwave field. The system measures
the field that has interacted with the body under test. Interactions between
the object and the illuminating wave are influenced by the features of the prop-
agation medium like absorption, velocity of propagation, reflection, scattering
and diffraction. The measured data can be processed to give information on
the complex permittivity of the scattered body by using specialized reconstruc-
tion algorithms. A critical point of active imaging is the complexity of these
reconstruction algorithms. The system used in this work implements active
imaging.
The first research activity in active microwave field was the work of Larsen
and Jacobi in the 1979, with the focus on a method for imaging biosystems
using an electromechanical scanning system at 3.9 GHz. The biological object
(canine kidney) was submerged in water to facilitate the penetration of the
wave into the tissue and the scattered field was recovered by two antennas
moved in parallel. They produced the first image of biological objects which
permitted to show the body internal structure [22]. Whereas the above system
is designed to operate in planar geometry, a circular configuration has been
studied at Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain in the 1987.
A laboratory prototype and the corresponding reconstruction algorithms were
validated for several applications such as detecting thermal gradients in the
brain, or reconstruct a cut of extremities. The equipment consisted of a circular
array of 64 antennas operating at 2.45 GHz [17, 25].
1.2 Imaging algorithms
In the last years new diagnostic and imaging methods based on microwave sig-
nals are developed [15]. Among these several microwave techniques, the radar-
based imaging and the microwave tomography are the approaches with a major
interest.
Radar imaging operates at higher frequencies (up to 10 GHz) and uses a
wideband (as much as 8 GHz) signal. An advantage of radar-based imaging over
tomographic imaging is its relatively simple signal processing and its inherent
3D character. Whereas a disadvantage is that radar identifies the presence
and the appearance of the significant scatters (for example shape, margin, size
and density in the case of tumor detection) but it does not reconstruct the
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dielectric properties profile. These advantages and disadvantages are discussed
more precisely in the reference [20] and [19].
Microwave tomography reconstructs an image of the dielectric properties of
the body under test by using, traditionally, narrowband signals and a 2D ge-
ometry (for simplifying the reconstruction algorithm). However with the recent
optimization of evaluation algorithms and more efficient computer techniques
it is possible to extend to a 3D geometry. Moreover wideband approaches are
being investigated to increase the resolution and robustness, [1], [8], [11], [12],
[27] and [30]. Microwave tomography reconstructs the induced currents which
generate the measured scattered field. These currents depend on the total field
and permittivity of the object, which is unknown since only the scattered field
is measured. Tomography algorithms are based on solving the inverse scat-
tering problem, which consists of determine the dielectric properties from the
measured field. The discussed inverse problem is nonlinear and ill-posed. For
treating the nonlinearity, approximations (diffraction tomography) or iterative
methods based on the optimization of cost function are employed.
Regarding diffraction tomography, usually Born or Rytov approximations
have been employed providing images with a reasonable quality for small low
contrasted objects. This kind of approximation is easily implemented for quasi-
real time applications.
For high constrated objects there are different types of iterative algorithms,
such as Gauss-Newton inversion (GNI), Born Iterative Method (BIM), Gradient
Method (GM) and contrast source version (CSI). The common iterative cycle
is based on the comparison between the computed and the measured scattering
fields, when the difference among these values achieves the requirement, hence
the solution converges, the iteration terminates.
One of the principal drawbacks of 2D reconstruction is the lack of vertical
discrimination; this problem can be resolved with 3D algorithms. Indeed, while
2D reconstructions are unable to distinguish between different heights, 3D re-
constructions allow to obtain a complete localization of the body under test. For
this reason nowadays there is an increasing interest in 3D reconstruction algo-
rithms, also stimulated by the advent of both efficient numerical approaches and
more powerful PCs. Since the major limitation of 3D is its high computational
cost.
1.3 Imaging systems
1.3.1 State of the art
In this section the last experimental imaging setups for each imaging approaches
described in 1.2, are presented. According to the imaging methods there are
different structures of systems for recovering the scattered field.
Radar-based imaging approaches use virtual or real arrays of a reduced num-
ber of antennas acting both as transmitter and receiver in order to obtain the
backscattered signal, [20] and [19].
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual system scheme
On the contrary, tomography approaches require a large number of anten-
nas in order to obtain several information, which is used to solve the inverse
scattering problem. For each transmitting antenna the field is measured by a
number of receiving antennas, which are positioned in different points. This
procedure is repeated for each transmitter. The principal techniques to obtain
this approach are virtual or real arrays.
In the virtual array approach, the prototype is composed by an individual
transmitter and receiver, which are moved with a specific positioning system. It
resolves the coupling problem of real array and it simplifies the system structure
because it eliminates the multiplexed part. The major disadvantage is the large
acquisition time, since to recover the scattered field for each position a mechan-
ical movement is required. Two examples of virtual array are presented in the
reference [30] and [28]. Although the real array prototype has fast acquisition
time, its multiplexed circuit is very complex. Recent examples of this method
are described in references [24] and [28].
1.3.2 System requirements
In this section the requirements of the 3D arrayed microwave imaging system
will be designed. They are mainly imposed by the imaging algorithm [11] and
the body under test. These requirements will be considered in the whole devel-
opment of the work presented herein.
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The choice of Ultra Wide Band (UWB) frequencies (3.1-10.6) GHz as illumi-
nating signal, results of the trade-off between resolution and depth of penetra-
tion. The requirement for penetration of tissue is satisfied with a low frequency.
In contrast, for an enhanced resolution, diffraction-limited system requires high
operation frequencies. Moreover when working with biological tissues attenua-
tion becomes an important issue due to its high water content. The attenuation
of microwave in human tissue increases quickly with frequency, for example at
1 GHz there is an attenuation between 0.2 to 0.5 dB/cm whereas at 10 Ghz
between 0.5 to 30 dB/cm, such as explained in the reference [7]. Furthermore,
an UWB signal provides advantages, compared to mono-frequency alternatives,
in terms of higher resolution and cutter rejection. The difference between mono
and multi-frequency experimental results are described in the reference [11].
The 3D arrayed microwave imaging system is constructed in order to obtain a
cylindrical sampling. The general idea, for implementing this type of sampling,
is surrounding the object under test with a sufficient number of microwave
sensors, transmitters and/or receivers ( NT elements for the transmitting array
and NR elements for the receiving array ).
The choice of the number of antennas is imposed by the Nyquist criteria in
order to avoid aliasing or loss of information in the reconstruction procedure.
Accordingly, for a cylindrical array of antennas (figure 1.1) composed by NV
rings of NH antennas of radius R separated a distance s, the number of antennas
in each ring must be:
NH =
4Rfmax
√
εext
c0
Where fmax is the maximum work frequency, εext is the permittivity of the
external medium and c0 is the propagation velocity in the background medium.
Whereas the separation between the vertical antenna ( s in the conceptual
scheme ):
λext
2
=
c0
2 fmax
√
εext
These equations are explained in detail in the reference [16].
Regarding the number of antennas in the vertical direction ( NV ) it has to be
enough to cover the object extend and not arbitrary high to avoid a unfeasible
multiplexing system, hence in this work we will use NV = 8.
The prototype uses 3D UWB hybrid focusing algorithm such as reconstruc-
tion algorithm. 3D UWB hybrid focusing algorithm is the last update in 3D
geometry of various precedent versions. It is based on previous UPC work on
tomographic imaging algorithms for 2D circular geometry[26] extended in UWB
frequency range[11]. This reconstruction algorithm is described in detail in the
reference [12]. The 3D UWB Hybrid Focusing algorithm requires a vertical
polarization of the incident field.
3D arrayed microwave imaging system requires an antenna with a compact
size and fed in a simplest mode. The microstrip electric dipole has linear polar-
ization, it has the capability to produce a good bandwidth in a compact size and
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Bandwidth 3 - 12 GHz
NV 8
∆el (distance between elements)≤ l2 ≤20 mm
L (resonant slot length)' l2 20 mm
Polarization Vertical
Table 1.1: System requirements
its manufacture is very easy and low-cost. Although microstrip electric dipole
is suitable for this prototype, there are a physical problems for network feed-
ing (normally with cables) and mechanical problems for array structure. For
these reasons it has been chosen a slot antenna, which is the complementary of
electric dipole. Finally in order to satisfy an Ultra Wide Band requirement, a
microstrip bow-tie slot antenna has been chosen as the radiating element.
In the table 1.1 the system requirements are summarized 1.
1.3.3 Proposed 3D arrayed microwave imaging system
The 3D arrayed microwave imaging system, depicted in figure 1.2, can be im-
plemented as follows. The required system parts are summarized below:
 Fixed UWB transmitting linear antenna array;
 Rotating UWB receiving linear antenna array;
 Rotating support for the object under test;
 Switching circuit;
 Vector Network Analyzer ( VNA );
 Movement controllers.
The object under test and the UWB receiving array are supported by two
independent rotary stages that share the rotary axis z, while the UWB trans-
mitting array is mounted on a fixed position. The rotation of the object has
been preferred in order to avoid the movement of array with its cables. Each
UWB array is connected with a specific multiplexed circuit, which permits the
control and the selection of individual array element. The switching circuit is
composed by SP8T switches controlled through a microcontroller. With respect
to the precedent prototype setup used for test 3D UWB hybrid focusing al-
gorithm, which is described in the reference [12], the 3D Arrayed Microwave
Imaging system eliminates the two vertical mechanical movements of the trans-
mitting antenna and the object. In practice the update is the transformation
from vertical virtual array, which was obtained with the movement of individ-
ual antenna, to vertical real array. Basic characteristic of the system behavior
1The considered λ is calculated at a central frequency of fC = 7.5 GHz
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Figure 1.2: 3D arrayed microwave imaging system scheme
is how the elements work: the switching system has to be able to activate se-
quentially the antennas as a transmitter or receiver and switch off the rest (
individual mode ).
The combination of two rotation and particular multiplexed sequence per-
mits the construction of two virtual cylindrical arrays, that have respectively
the function of transmitter and receiver. More precisely, for each transmission
of a fixed transmitting antenna the rotary receiving part measures the scattered
field from the object in each cylindrical position. When all array elements have
transmitted in a specific position, the object rotates and the precedent process
is repeated in order to obtain the new scattered value. The measurement fin-
ishes when the transmitting array has occupied each cylindrical position. Every
receiving signal is measured from a 2-port VNA, that is setted in the UWB
band (3.1 - 10.6 GHz).
All single parts are managed by a computer. The PC sets the rotary move-
ments by the controllers, commands the multiplexed sequence by a switching
circuit and acquire the experimental results directly from VNA. Finally, when
the object is completely scanned, the computer elaborates the measured val-
ues through specific reconstruction algorithm and the microwave imaging is
obtained.
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1.3.3.1 Slot antenna array
Like already presented in the paragraph 1.3.2, the system requirements impose
specific parameters for the antenna design. The objective is to obtain two ver-
tical identical arrays, which are employed for transmission and reception, with
a wide bandwidth between 3 - 12 GHz ( UWB ). It is also required a negligible
value of cross-polarization and low coupling between elements. Furthermore,
the mechanical system part imposes a small antenna size, and consequently a
low weight. Moreover a rigid dispositive is required to support movements. The
dimension is also imposed by reconstruction algorithm. Additionally the size of
ground plane of the slot array has to be as narrow as possible in order to avoid
the shadowing as much as possible
Single array is composed by eight antenna slots, each of them are connected
to a microstrip at SP8T (Single Pole, 8 Throw). The individual element is
bow-tie slot, as explained in chapter 2. It consists of a superior ground-plane,
containing the radiating aperture, a central dielectric substrate and a inferior
50 Ω microstrip feeding line. The length, wide and shape of a slot and the
substrate thickness are the parameters which are optimized in chapter 3. As
the microstrip line length is compared with the system wavelength, the design
and the simulation of feeding network is necessary; these optimizations provide
a signal with the same phase for each element and it is described in chapter 4.
Chapter 2
UWB microstrip slot
antennas
In this chapter characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of the array ele-
ment chosen for the microwave imaging system are presented.
2.1 Aperture antennas
Aperture antennas are the most used antennas for microwave applications. The
name of `aperture' derive from the intermediate position of radiation region
among antenna and free-space. Regarding to geometrical configurations and
structures there are different types of aperture antenna, the most common are:
 Horn antenna
in practice it is a waveguide which has been tapered (flared) to a larger
opening. The type, the direction and the amount of taper (flare) can have
an important effect on the overall performance of an element as a radiator;
 Reflector antenna
the simplest configuration is composed by two elements: reflector and
illuminator (feed). The first component is a parabolic reflecting plane,
while the latter is generally a horn antenna. The illuminator is positioned
in the focus of reflecting structure. The basic concept, in order to study
the reflector antenna, is the transformation of spherical into plane wave;
 Slot antenna
it consists of a fissure in a waveguide or conductor plane and the radiation
is caused by the perturbation in the current path.
Regarding the general features explained in 1.3.3.1, the slot is the most suitable
antenna for the prototype developed in this work.
17
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(a) Horizontal center-fed
slot
(b) Horizontal off-center
fed slot
Figure 2.1: Slot antennas fed by coaxial cable
(a) Vertically polarized slot antenna (b) Horizontally polarized slot
antenna
Figure 2.2: Slot polarization
2.1.1 Slot antenna
The slot antenna is a very efficient radiator used typically for frequencies be-
tween 300 MHz and 24 GHz. Its popularity is achieved by many advantages:
 Length, wide and shape of the cavity are design parameters;
 Linear polarization;
 Omnidirectional radiation pattern;
 Very small size;
 Lightweight;
 Low-cost manufacturing since it can be fabricated and concealed within
metallic objects.
In general it is formed by cutting a narrow fissure in a large metal surface.
Regarding to the cut structure, there are different types of slots, such as a
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(a) l
2
Slot in a infinite metal plane (b) Complementary l
2
dipole antenna
Figure 2.3: Complementary antennas [3]
slot in a ground plane, a slot in a cylinder, a slot in a sphere and a slot in a
waveguide. In this work the slot is placed on a ground plane.
In the simplest slot, the aperture length is around 12 wavelength, in order to
obtain a resonant fissure. The slot radiates equally on both sides of the sheet
and in order to eliminate the radiation of the back-side, it is possible to position
a metal reflector. A slot antenna may be conveniently energized with a coaxial
line as in figure 2.1a. In practice a voltage source is applied across the short
end of the slot. This induces an E-field distribution within the slot and currents
that travel around the slot perimeter, both contribute to radiation. Normally,
to provide a better impedance match, an off-centered feed is employed, such as
shown in figure 2.1b. For a 50 Ω coaxial cable the distance s should be about 120
wavelength. Slot antennas fed by a coaxial line are illustrated in figure 2.2. The
radiation normal to the sheet with the horizontal slot 2.2a is vertically polarized
while radiation normal to the sheet with the vertical slot 2.2b is horizontally
polarized [21].
2.1.1.1 Duality concept
Regarding to the Booker approximation [4], the radiated fields and impedance
of an aperture or a slot antenna are complementary of its dual antenna. This
relation means that the electric and magnetic fields are interchanged. The dual
of slot antenna is a dipole consisting of metal slab of width w.
In figure 2.3a a horizontal 12 wavelength slot antenna of width w in a perfectly
conducting flat sheet of infinite extend fed at the terminals FF is shown whereas
in figure 2.3b, the complementary horizontal l2 wavelength dipole energized
at the terminals FF is shown. The radiation patterns of two complementary
antennas are compared in figure 2.4, where x is the axis of both antennas. As
the illustration of figure 2.4 shows, the radiation patterns are the same while
the direction of E and H are interchanged.
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(a) Slot antenna
(b) Complementary dipole antenna
Figure 2.4: Radiation field patterns of complementary antennas [3]
2.1.1.2 Formulation of electric and magnetic fields
For the analysis of a specific slot it is important to remind antenna basic con-
cepts, as follows:
Far field conditions
The spherical coordinates regarding the system shows in figure 2.5 are obtained
respect to Cartesian coordinates, as follows:
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Figure 2.5: Spherical system
rˆ = xˆ sinθcosϕ+ yˆ sinθsinϕ+ zˆ cosθ (2.1)
θˆ = xˆ cosθcosϕ+ yˆ cosθsinϕ− zˆ sinθ (2.2)
ϕˆ = −xˆ sinϕ+ yˆ cosϕ (2.3)
Hence, the total electric field is the sum of components for each coordi-
nate directions. Equation 2.4 illustrates the total field by Cartesian coordinates
whereas in equation 2.5 it is calculated with spherical coordinates.
E (P ) = Ex (x, y, z) xˆ+ Ey (x, y, z) yˆ + Ez (x, y, z) zˆ (2.4)
E (P ) = Er (r, θ, ϕ) rˆ (θ, ϕ) + Eθ (r, θ, ϕ) θˆ (θ, ϕ) + Eϕ (r, θ, ϕ) ϕˆ (θ, ϕ) (2.5)
Considering the far field conditions, illustrated in equations 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8,
the field approximations are deduced.
1.
r  λ (2.6)
2.
r  D (2.7)
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3.
r >
2D2
λ
(2.8)
Indeed if all of these conditions are satisfied, the far field impedance relations
and the far field approximation are used. The first, equations 2.9 and 2.10,
demonstrates the direct proportionality between electric and magnetic field,
whereas the latter, equations 2.11 and 2.12, shows that the radiated field in far
region is always tangent to a sphere centered at antenna center.
H(P ) = − 1
Z0
rˆ × E(P ) (2.9)
E(P ) = Z0rˆ ×H(P ) (2.10)
where the impedance Z0 =
k0
wε =
wµ
k0
Er  Eθ,ϕ Hr  Hθ,ϕ (2.11)
E(P ) ≈ Eθ θˆ + Eϕϕˆ (2.12)
Figure 2.6: Scheme relative to the general solution of free space radiation prob-
lem [10]
The resolution of the free space radiation problem is described in the refer-
ences [5] and [10] with the use of the Green's function. The general solution of
this problem, relative to figure 2.6, is shown in equation 2.13.
A(P ) =
µ
4pi
˚
V
J(P ′)g
(|P − P ′|) dV (P ) (2.13)
where g
(|P − P ′|) = exp(−jkR)R indicates a spherical wave originating from P ′
and R corresponds to R = |P − P ′|.
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Analyzing the equation it can be possible deduced that each point P ′ of
the antenna is the source of a spherical wave, which is weighted by the source
amplitude dV (P ), and the total field is the sum of all elementary spherical
waves.
Figure 2.7: Approximation spherical wave regarding far field conditions [10]
Regarding the far field conditions and considering figure 2.7 the following
approximations can be deduced:
 R = |P − P ′| = |r − r′| ≈ r − rˆ • r′

1
R =
1
|r−r′| ≈ 1r
Thus the spherical wave is approximated as illustrated in equation 2.14.
g
(|P − P ′|) ≈ exp (−jkr)
r
exp (jkrˆ • r′) (2.14)
Accordingly 2.13 is modified in equation 2.15 and the θ and ϕ field compo-
nents can be obtained, shown in equations 2.16 and 2.17.
A(P ) = µg (r)
˚
V
J(P ′)exp (jkrˆ • r′) dV (P ) (2.15)
where g (r) = exp(−jkr)4pir
Eθ = −jωAθ (2.16)
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Eϕ = −jωAϕ (2.17)
Finally, such as illustrated in equation 2.18, in far field conditions the electric
field can be approximated with the product between universal spherical wave,
equation 2.19, and a electric factor which characterize the antenna, equation
2.20.
E(r, θ, ϕ) = g(r) e(θ, ϕ) (2.18)
g(r) =
exp(−jkr)
4pir
(2.19)
e(θ, ϕ) = eθ (θ, ϕ) θˆ + eϕ (θ, ϕ) ϕˆ (2.20)
The relative θ and ϕ components of antenna characterization are illustrated
in equations 2.21 and 2.22.
eθ = −jwµθˆN (2.21)
eϕ = −jwµϕˆN (2.22)
where N correspond to:
N(θ, ϕ) =
˚
V
J(P ) exp (jkrˆ • r′) dV (P ) (2.23)
Superposition of effect of electric and magnetic sources
Furthermore the electric field can be analyzed like equation 2.24 considering the
superposition of effects of electric and magnetic sources in the far-field radiation.
As seen the E field is the sum of Ee component, which is produced by electric
currents ( J ), and Em component, which is produced by magnetic currents (
M ).
E = Ee [J ] + Em [M ] (2.24)
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Firstly the Ee component is obtained, subsequently the Em component is
deduced thanks the duality transformation.
Calculating the equivalent surface electric current through the equivalent
theorem [5], shown in equation 2.25, it is simply obtained the θ and ϕ compo-
nents of electric field produced by electric sources. The nˆ represents the normal
respect to the aperture while Ha is the H field in the aperture.
Js = nˆ×Ha (2.25)
The E field due to electric source is composed by:
eeθ = −jwµθˆN (2.26)
eeϕ = −jwµϕˆN (2.27)
The radiation factor N is shown in equation 2.28 where Σa is the aperture
surface, k0 =
2pif
c0
and rΣ is the r coordinate respect to the antenna surface.
N(θ, ϕ) =
¨
Σa
dΣJs(rΣ) exp (jk0rˆ • rΣ) (2.28)
The field due to magnetic sources can be obtained through the duality prop-
erty. The duality transformation is presented in the table 2.1:
Electric source J He Ee µ ε
Magnetic source −M Em Hm −ε µ
Table 2.1: Duality transformation
To obtain the H field in a far region it is necessary to recall the far field
impedance relations, shown in precedent equations 2.9 and 2.10. Inserting 2.18
in 2.9 it is possible to obtain the H field, 2.29.
H(r, θ, ϕ) = g(r)h(θ, ϕ) (2.29)
h ≡ − (rˆ × e)
Z0
(2.30)
Considering the equivalent surface magnetic current, equation 2.31, and
applying the duality transformation, which is described in the table 2.1, for
equations 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28, the θ and ϕ magnetic components of H field is
automatically obtained and in equation 2.32 and 2.33 illustrated.
Ms = −nˆ× Ea (2.31)
where Ea represents the E field in the aperture
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hmθ = −jwµθˆL (2.32)
hmϕ = −jwµϕˆL (2.33)
The radiation factor L, which corresponds to the N factor for the E field, is
shown in the equation 2.34.
L(θ, ϕ) =
¨
Σa
dΣMs(rΣ) exp (jk0rˆ • rΣ) (2.34)
With the help of the far-field impedance relations, equations 2.9 and 2.10,
the electric factor which characterize the antenna, equation 2.20 can be see in
another form, such illustrated in equation 2.35.
e(θ, ϕ) = Z0rˆ × h(θ, ϕ) = Z0rˆ × (hθ θˆ + hϕϕˆ) = Z0(hθϕˆ+ hϕθˆ) (2.35)
Consequently the magnetic source components of electric field radiated ( emθ
and emϕ ) is calculated as shown in equation 2.36 and 2.37.
emθ = −Z0hϕ = jk0ϕˆL (2.36)
emϕ = Z0hθ = −jk0θˆL (2.37)
In this manner there are been calculated the electric and magnetic source
components of electric field radiated (
(
eeθ, e
e
ϕ
)
and
(
emθ , e
m
ϕ
)
). Finally, consider-
ing to approximation of electric field in far field region, equations 2.11 and 2.12,
and electric field calculated by superposition of effects of electric and magnetic
sources, equation 2.24, the θ and ϕ components of the E field can be deduced:
eθ = −jwµθˆN + jk0ϕˆL (2.38)
eϕ = −jwµϕˆN − jk0θˆL (2.39)
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Figure 2.8: Slot analyzed
2.1.1.3 Analysis of a slot antenna
Resonant slot radiation patterns
In this part the former formulations will be particularized for a slot antenna
as shown in figure 2.8. As it can be seen, the length L is along the z axis, the
length W is along x axis and the ground-plane normal nˆ is oriented according
to the y axis. The slot is fed in z=0 with a voltage V (z) by a generator of V0
amplitude and the field inside the slot can be approximated as follows:
Eslot(x, y) = xˆ
V0
W
V (z) (2.40)
The magnetic current can be obtained from equation 2.31:
Mslots = −zˆ
V0
W
V (z) (2.41)
Applying equation 2.34 and considering equation 2.42 L can be deduced (
equation 2.43).
rΣ = xˆx+ zˆz = cos θ + sin θ cosϕ = t+ u (2.42)
L(θ, ϕ) = −yˆ ×
L
2ˆ
−L2
dz
W
2ˆ
−W2
dx xˆ
V0
W
V (z) exp (jk0 (tz + ux)) (2.43)
Considering the condition W  λ0, thus a slot width negligible respect to
the wavelength, the maximum of the exponential factor k0ux presents in the L
integral is a very low value, like illustrated in equation 2.44.
For this reason it can be simplified equation 2.43 in equation 2.45.
max−W2 <x<W2 |k0ux| =
2Π
λ0
(
W
2
)
 1 (2.44)
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L(θ, ϕ) ≈ −zˆV0
L
2ˆ
−L2
V (z) exp (jk0tz) dz = −zˆV˜ (θ) (2.45)
Moreover, considering a resonant slot, that is L = λ02 , the voltage can be
approximated as it can be seen in equation 2.46.
v(z) = cos
(
pi
z
L
)
(2.46)
The resulting L(θ, ϕ) is presented in equation 2.47.
L(θ, ϕ) ≈ −zˆV0
λ0 cos
(
pi
2 cos θ
)
pi sin2 θ
(2.47)
Finally the electric field can be calculated, presented in equation 2.50. The θˆ
component is zero because the scalar product between ϕˆ and zˆ is zero, therefore
the final E field radiated has only ϕˆ component.
eθ = 0 (2.48)
eϕ = −2j
V0 cos
(
pi
2 cos θ
)
sin θ
(2.49)
e(θ, ϕ) = eθ θˆ + eϕϕˆ = −2j
V0 cos
(
pi
2 cos θ
)
sin θ
ϕˆ (2.50)
Once the fields are calculated, the cuts of the radiation patterns can be
represented.
For antennas with linear polarization the E plane contains:
 The direction of maximum radiation rˆmax : (θmax, ϕmax);
 The E field vector along that direction emax (θmax, ϕmax).
And H-plane is composed by:
 The direction of maximum radiation rˆmax : (θmax, ϕmax);
 The H field vector along that direction hmax ∝ rˆmax× emax (θmax, ϕmax).
Hence, regarding the antenna position in the coordination system and the ra-
diated electric field (2.50), it can be deduced the E and H plane of the slot.
The direction of the maximum radiation is for θ = pi2 and ϕ ( 0 , 2pi ) , therefore
the antenna is omnidirectional in the ϕ plane. The direction of the radiation
maximum (rˆmax ) can be expressed as:
rˆmax : (θmax, ϕmax) = rˆ
(pi
2
,
pi
2
)
= yˆ (2.51)
And thus, the E and H field along rˆmax are:
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Figure 2.9: Plot of slot radiation patterns
emax (θmax, ϕmax) = e
(pi
2
,
pi
2
)
= −2jV0ϕˆ
(pi
2
,
pi
2
)
= cost • xˆ
hmax ∝ rˆmax × emax (θmax, ϕmax) = yˆ × (cost • xˆ) = cost • zˆ (2.52)
Thus the E plane is XY-plane and the H plane is ZY-plane. In figure 2.9 it
can be seen the radiation patterns.
Up to now an infinite ground plane has been considered however in practice
the groundplane has a finite dimension. This consideration produces different
effects for the two field components. Unlike the θ component, that remains
unchanged, the ϕ component changes in the x direction, since the fields radiated
from two sides of the sheet are equal in magnitude but opposite in phase so that
they tend to cancel. This result is shown in figure 2.10, where the solid curve
stands for a finite metal plane and the dashed curve stands for an infinite sheet.
Since slot antennas produce bidirectional radiation patterns it is possible to
obtain unidirectional radiation patterns by inserting a metal reflector parallel to
the substrate surface and with the same size of ground plane, like shown in figure
2.11. The dependence of the input impedance and radiation characteristics on
the slot-to-reflector spacing is an important design point. In [29] this distance
has been set to around λ04 for minimum side lobe level and maximum front-to-
back ratio. It is definitely a design parameter that requires an optimization.
Resonant slot impedance
The resistance and the reactance of the resonant slot depend on many factors,
such as the probe location, the probe length, the slot offset and the slot length
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Figure 2.10: Radiation pattern difference between finite and infinite metal sheet
[21]
Figure 2.11: Slot antenna with reflector [29]
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(L). Their influences on the slot impedance are described precisely in the ref-
erence [23]. In particular, the L variation around the resonant length (L = λ02 )
produces a significant changing in the resonant phenomenon. This can be seen
in figures 2.12, although there is a small difference of the impedance values, the
displacement of each curves is significantly.
A center-feed slot antenna has a very high radiation resistance, and a match-
ing approach may be needed to match the antenna to the characteristic impedance
of microstrip line. For a given slot size, the resistance seen by the feed line can
be reduced in three possible ways:
 Off-center feeding;
 Center-fed that terminates in a open-circuited stub (longer λ04 );
 Center-fed but inclined slot respect the microstrip line.
Many of this methods have been studied in the reference [18] and they are
shown respectively in figures 2.13a, 2.13b and 2.13c.
The effect of fed-displacement in an impedance trend as is shown in figure
2.14a. As it can be seen the resistance peaks decrease when the distance d of
fed-center increases. Whereas in figure 2.14b the effect of slot inclination θs on
a centered-fed case is shown. It can be observed that for a rise of inclination
angle there is a decrease of radiation resistance.
Beyond fed position, the input impedance can depend on ratio between slot
width and length of open-circuited stub (distance Lm in figure 2.13b).
Differences between resonant and non-resonant slots
A resonant slot is a λ02 fissure. The slot is defined resonant because when the
fissure length is around to this value the reactance of slot impedance is zero.
1) Radiation Pattern The slot length L is a fundamental parameter of
the antenna performance since its value can modify completely the radiation
patterns. The comparison between resonant slot, with L = λ02 , and a slot with
L = λ0 is presented in this paragraph. For the slot of figure 2.8 with a L = λ0,
the voltage can be approximated as follows:
v(z) = sin
(
2pi
z
L
)
(2.53)
Consequently L(θ, ϕ) and the E field can be calculated as:
L(θ, ϕ) ≈ −jzˆV0 sin (pi cos θ)λ0
pi sin2 θ
(2.54)
eθ = 0 (2.55)
eϕ = 2V0
sin (pi cos θ)
sin θ
(2.56)
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(a) Resistance
(b) Reactance
Figure 2.12: Impedance for various slot lengths ls [23]
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(a) Offset microstrip feed (b) Microstrip terminate in an
open-circuited stub
(c) Center-fed but inclined microstrip
slot
Figure 2.13: Methods of reducing the high impedance of a slot antenna [9]
(a) Impedance of offset-fed microstrip slot (b) Impedance of center-fed microstrip inclined slot
Figure 2.14: Resistance and reactance of off-centered feed slot and center-fed
inclined slot [9]
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Figure 2.15: Comparison among slot lengths
e(θ, ϕ) = eθ θˆ + eϕϕˆ = 2V0
sin (pi cos θ)
sin θ
ϕˆ (2.57)
Figure 2.15 illustrates the radiation patterns of resonant and non-resonant
slot. It can be seen, that the radiation pattern of a non-resonant slot (L = λ0
) is composed by two identical sidelobes moved ±35° with respect to z axis,
otherwise in the case of L = λ02 there is only one lobe positioned in the direction
of maximum of radiation1. Since the total energy is preserved, the same power
presented in one lobe directionated in the rˆmaxdirection (L =
λ0
2 ) is divided
in two sidelobes. This radical change produces a power loss and a directivity
crash.
2) Impedance The value of input impedance depends on length slot. For
the resonant slot (L = λ02 ) the input impedance is high, for the resonant fre-
quency (f0) the resistance is around 2 kΩ. This result can be deduced with
analytical methods or through the Smith chart. Considering the slot of figure
2.8, in z = ±λ04 there is a short circuit, consequently it is inferred that in a
z-displacement of ∆ = ∓λ04 (z = 0 ) there is a open circuit and hence a high
impedance. On the contrary, for the slot with L = λ0 the value of impedance is
small because in this case the z-displacement is ∆ = ∓λ02 ; that means there is a
passage from short circuit (z = ±λ02 ) to short circuit (z = 0 ). This analytical
results are verified in figure 2.16.
1Only the positive semi-plane is analyzed because the other part is symmetrical
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(a) L = λ0
2
(b) L = λ0
Figure 2.16: Slot input impedance
2.1.2 Microstrip antenna
Since 1970s, extensive research and development of microstrip antenna and array
have led to different applications, among these the broad field of microwave
antennas. Microstrip radiators can work in a broad frequency range between
100 MHz and 50 GHz. Some of the principal advantages of microstrip antennas
with respect to the other microwave antennas are:
 Lightweight, low volume and low profile planar configurations;
 Low fabrication cost, hence mass production is allowed;
 They can be made thin, therefore they do not perturb the dispositive
structure;
 The antennas have low scattering cross section;
 Linear and circular polarizations are possible with simple changes in feed
position;
 Dual frequency antenna is easily made;
 Microstrip antennas are compatible with modular designs (solid state de-
vices) because they can be added directly to the antenna substrate board;
 Feed lines and matching networks are fabricated simultaneously with an-
tenna structure.
However there are also a few disadvantages, which can be diminished in many
ways in the design and fabrication processes:
 Loss, thus lower gain;
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Characteristic Patch Slot
Analysis and design Easy Easy
Fabrication Very easy Very easy
Tolerance in fabrication Critical Not very critical
Profile Thin Thin
Shape flexibility Any shape Limited
Radiation fields Unidirectional Unidirectional and Bidirectional
Polarization Linear and circular Linear and circular
Bandwidth Narrow Wide
Dual frequency operation Possible Possible
Spurious radiation Moderate Low
Isolation between radiating elements Fair Good
Frequency scanning Easily possible Possible
Cross-polarization level Low Very low
End-fire antenna Not possible Possible
Table 2.2: Comparison of microstrip patch and slot [2]
 Practical limitations on the maximum gain (∼ 20dB);
 Poor end-fire radiation performance;
 Low isolation between the feed and the radiating elements;
 Possibility of excitation of surface waves.
There are three principal types of microstrip radiators:
 Microstrip patch antennas;
 Microstrip traveling-wave antennas;
 Microstrip slot antennas.
In this work a microstrip slot antenna is designed. Normally microstrip an-
tenna may be fed by a microstrip or coaxial line. As explicated in the previous
paragraph, the input antenna impedance differs from the customary 50 Ω line
impedance and therefore a matching between microstrip antenna and feed line is
required. The matching consists of the optimization of feed location as explained
previously.
2.1.2.1 Microstrip slot antenna
The concept of microstrip slot antennas evolved from slot antennas utilizing
stripline, or more precisely, from triplate transmission lines2. Considering table
2.2 of reference [2], that shows the comparison between patch and slot, the prin-
cipal advantages of Microstrip Slot Antenna (MSA) can be clearly recognized:
2The triplate transmission line consists in a copper trace (microstrip) between two ground
planes
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Figure 2.17: Microstrip slot antenna [29]
 Capability to produce bidirectional o unidirectional radiation patterns;
 Possibility to obtain circular polarization (arranging strip conductor and
slots along the side of microstrip feed);
 Wide bandwidth;
 Good isolation between radiating elements;
 Very low cross-polarization (typically −35dB);
 Low spurious radiation.
A microstrip slot antenna consists of a cut in the ground plane perpendicular
to the strip conductor of microstrip line, such as shown in figure 2.17. Energy
propagating in the strip transmission line excites the slot. The strip conductor
can terminate in open circuit, by a λ04 stub beyond the edge of slot, or short cir-
cuit, connecting microstrip with ground plane through the dielectric substrate.
There are two categories of rectangular slot antennas:
 Narrow-slot
when the slot-width is lower than its length;
 Wide slot
when the slot-width is comparable to its length.
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Figure 2.18: Radiation patterns of narrow-slot antenna [2]
In general wide-slot antenna has greater bandwidth (' 10%) and it has less
stringent tolerances on the mask alignment for printing respect to a narrow-slot
radiator. For this reasons, it has been selected a wide-slot antenna for the design
of this work.
In the case of the dielectric substrate and microstrip line have only a negligi-
ble effect on the far field, thus thickness_Rogers λ0 and width_feed(50Ω)
L, the radiation patterns of microstrip slot antenna are very similar to radi-
ation pattern of the same no-microstrip antenna. In figure 2.18 and 2.19 the
radiation patterns of respectively narrow and wide slot antenna are shown. Ra-
diation patterns only differ in three-lobed flower petal of wide-slot E-plane. A
plausible reason for the E plane lobe structure is the interaction of the forward
and reflected waves on the strip in the slot.
2.1.3 Bow-tie slot antenna
For increasing the bandwidth of a dipole, and in the duality case of a slot, a
bow-tie is often used. The bow-tie is a broadband antenna that in general con-
sists simply in a triangular sheet or, for the complementary antenna is composed
of triangular cut in the metal plane. Although the definition of a broadband
is somewhat arbitrary and depends on the particular antenna, a broadband re-
quirement is satisfied when the impedance and the pattern of an antenna do not
change significantly over about an octave or more. Bow-tie has a bidirectional
pattern, with broad beams perpendicular to the ground-plane, and it is also
linearly polarized. An example of bow-tie antenna is shown in figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.19: Radiation patterns of wide-slot antenna [2]
Figure 2.20: Bow-tie antenna [3]
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Figure 2.21: Bifilar line
2.2 Feeding techniques
In this section the feeding techniques for microstrip array are presented. In the
next chapter the most proper technique for the system and the array require-
ments have been chosen.
There are many configurations that can be used to feed microstrip antennas.
The most popular are:
 Bifilar line feed;
 Coaxial probe feed;
 Short-circuited microstrip feed;
 Proximity-coupled microstrip feed;
 Coplanar waveguide feed (CPW).
Each of these feeding techniques are described in the successive paragraphs and
they are analyzed more precisely in the reference [9].
The criteria of final choice are several. The most important is the efficient
transfer of power between the feed and the antenna, which is obtained by the
impedance matching between them. The presence of additional components for
the impedance matching, such as impedance transformers or stubs, introduces
discontinuities, that produce spurious radiation and surface wave loss. The
presence of undesired radiation causes a rise of sidelobe level and an increase of
amplitude of cross polarization. Hence, a minimization of spurious radiation and
its effect on the radiation pattern is another factor for the final selection. Finally
it is important to consider the suitability of the feed for the array application
[9].
2.2.1 Bifilar line feed
The bifilar line, shown in figure 2.21, is constructed of two multistranded copper
steel wires, separated by a plastic (usually polyethylene) ribbon at the fixed
distance. The uniform spacing of the wires permits to consider the cable as a
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Figure 2.22: Slot fed by coaxial probe
parallel transmission line. Any strong changes in spacing would reflect radio
frequency power back toward the source. The plastic also covers and insulates
the wires.
The principal advantage of parallel transmission line is its low losses. While
its disadvantages are that it is more vulnerable to interference and the presence
of metal objects can cause power losses.
2.2.2 Coaxial probe feed
In this feeding modality, the inner conductor of the coaxial, after passing through
the substrate, is attached to the metal sheet near to the edge-aperture; while
the outer conductor is connected to the back side of the printed circuit board.
The position of the probe depends on best impedance match. In figure 2.22 an
example of coaxial feed is shown.
Although it has an efficient feeding (the position of feed point is easily de-
signed) and low spurious radiation, coaxial probe feed has several drawbacks.
First, the coaxial feeding of an array requires a large number of solder joints,
hence the fabrication is difficult and the reliability is compromised. Second,
the increase of the antenna bandwidth is obtained with the rise of substrate
thickness and consequently a longer probe. This increase generates a rise of
spurious radiation from the probe and an increase of surface wave power, which
are traduced to high cross-polarized fields [9].
2.2.3 Short-circuited microstrip feed
A microstrip feed line is short circuited with the ground plane, through the
dielectric substrate. An example of this feeding technique is shown in figure
2.23.
The principal advantage of microstrip feed is the simple matching. While the
most important drawbacks are generated when increase the substrate thickness.
In this situation, surface waves and spurious feed radiation rise and consequently
the antenna bandwidth is limited and cross-polarized radiation is produced.
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Figure 2.23: Slot fed by microstrip feed
Figure 2.24: Slot fed by proximity-coupled microstrip feed
Moreover mass production does not allowed because the short circuits of lines
have a difficult fabrication.
2.2.4 Proximity-coupled microstrip feed
An example of this noncontacting non-coplanar microstrip feed is shown in figure
2.24. It consists of a microstrip line situated under the substrate where the slot
is done. The feed line terminates in an open end underneath the slot. This open
end can be terminated in a stub longer λ04 , which corresponds a short circuit
at the center of the slot. This feed is better known as an electromagnetically
coupled microstrip feed.
The proximity-coupled microstrip feed has many advantages. The stub pa-
rameters can be used to improve the impedance matching and it has a larger
bandwidth respect to the former analyzed feeding techniques. Moreover it has
low spurious radiation and it is able to produce a very low cross polarized field.
The major drawback is that it is more complicated to manufacture.
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Figure 2.25: Slot fed by CPW feed
(a) 3D [9] (b) Frontal plane
Figure 2.26: CPW mode
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2.2.5 Coplanar waveguide feed
A coplanar waveguide (CPW) is the preferred transmission line for microwave
monolithic integrated circuits (MMICs). The simplest coplanar waveguide (CPW)
is composed by a conductor separated from a pair of groundplanes, all on the
same plane, atop a dielectric medium. Normally, it is etched in the ground plane
of the microstrip antenna. Coupling is accomplished via a slot. The coplanar
waveguide is excited in the odd mode of the coupled slot line, also called CPW
mode. In this mode, shown in figure 2.26, the equivalent magnetic currents on
both CPW slots radiate almost out of phase, contributing negligibly to feed
radiation. Figure 2.25 shows an example.
The principal advantage of CPW feed is the low radiation from the feed. The
cross-polar component of radiation pattern is negligible and, in the case of array
design, the mutual coupling between adjacent lines is minimized. Moreover the
impedance matching is easily obtained with the offset feed and its construction is
easier respect to microstrip line, using thicker substrates and no via holes [14].
In contrast, the principal drawbacks of CPW is its high impedance. Indeed
considering that Z = 1√
L•C and the coplanar waveguide capacity is low, it is
easily deduced that the Z impedance correspond to high value. Furthermore
another disadvantage is the heat dissipation of CPW.
The comparison between the feeding techniques described above is summa-
rized in table 2.3 of reference [9].
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Table 2.3: Comparison of feeding techniques [9]
Chapter 3
Design and simulation of the
single element
This chapter presents the design of the single element and the complete array.
For the array two different configurations have been considered. HFFS 11 1 has
been used as a simulation software with the following solution setup:
 solution frequency = 15 GHz 2;
 maximum number of iterations = 20;
 maximum delta S = 0.02;
 minimum number of iterations = 3;
 convergence number = 2.
While for the frequency setup are used:
 type = LinearStep;
 start = 3 GHz 3;
 stop = 15 GHz 4;
 step size = 0.1 GHz.
Rogers 4003 (εR = 3.55) has been used as dielectric substrate. The use of this
specific kind of dielectric depends on disponibility of laboratory, more precisely
three different thickness are available: 0.5 mm, 0.8 mm and 1.5 mm. The
substrate thickness is an important parameter to consider since it can influence
1The High Frequency Structural Simulator (HFSS) is a commercial finite element method
solver for electromagnetic structures. Producer: Ansoft Corporation.
2The solution frequency must correspond the most elevated of antenna bandwidth
3In the last simulations it is set to 2 GHz
4In the last simulations it is set to 12 GHz
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Figure 3.1: XY Plane of rectangular slot model
Figure 3.2: ZX Plane of rectangular slot model
in the bandwidth and the losses of the antenna. In particular, the wider the
substrate is, the bigger the bandwidth, however the losses are increased. Hence
there is a trade-off which will be investigated. The metal thickness has been set
to 0.017 mm.
3.1 Single slot antenna
3.1.1 Rectangular slot
The first design of the antenna element is a l2 rectangular slot. In figures 3.1
and 3.2 the corresponding model and the parameters of project are shown. The
model is fed with a microstrip that terminates in open circuit stub which has
been extended l4 to simulate a short circuit at the center of the slot. The feed
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(a) Parametric of parameter W (L=20mm and length_stub=8.75mm)
(b) Parametric of parameter L (W=1.5mm and length_stub=8.75mm)
(c) Parametric of parameter length_stub (L=20mm and W=1.5mm)
Figure 3.3: Results of parametric simulation of rectangular slot with centered
feed
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Figure 3.4: Parametric of parameter k (L=20mm, W=1.5mm and
length_stub=8.75mm)
line is excited with a waveport. The chosen parameters are:
 length_PEC = 29 mm
 width_PEC = 27.5 mm
 thickness_Rogers = 0.8 mm
 width_feed = 1.78 mm5
First of all, the rectangular slot with a centered feed is analyzed. In or-
der to obtain impedance matching various parametric simulations have been
done. Therefore the model has been simulated varying the factors W, L and
length_stub. The results are shown the figures 3.3a, 3.3b and 3.3c. In the first
graph, a clear flattening of antenna bandwidth with the increase of W factor can
be recognized. Indeed, such as explained in paragraph 2.1.2.1, a wide-slot has
greater bandwidth with respect to narrow-slot antenna. On the other hand, the
variation of L parameter produces a slight displacement of resonance frequency,
while the rise of stub length, (length_stub parameter), causes a strong move of
resonance frequency and a change of S11 trend.
Subsequently the same rectangular slot but with a off-centered feed has
been analyzed. In this case the results of the parametric simulation are shown
in figure 3.4. The variation of the feed position, ( k parameter ), produces
the displacement of resonance frequency; fR is around 7.5 GHz for k=4mm.
Regarding the analysis of these results the follow optimized values has been set:
 L = 20 mm
5The feed width is calculated regarding to the Rogers thickness, the Rogers dielectric
parameters, the 50 Ω input impedance and the resonance frequency.
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Figure 3.5: S11of coaxial-fed rectangular slot with L = 20 mm, W = 1.5 mm,
length_stub = 8.75 mm and k = 4 mm
 W = 1.5 mm
 length_stub = 8.75 mm
 k = 4 mm
For the first simulations coaxial cable6 has been used in order to achieve the
most reliable results of the simulation. In figure 3.5 the S11 of the model with
the optimized values and with coaxial excitation is shown. As it can be seen,
the rectangular slot is matched only in a narrow band,' 1 GHz for a -10 dB
and the double for -5 dB. In order to obtain a drop of the central flat band (
between 6-14 GHz ) the substrate thickness has been changed. This variation
leads to a weak fall of the flat band and therefore it could not be accomplished.
Moreover, analyzing the same figure we can observe two more effects. Firstly
there is the presence of harmonics which is a typical feature of narrow band
antennas. On the other hand, as shown in figure 3.6 the limited ground plane
leads to different behaviors when its size changes.
The principal drawback of this antenna is the narrow bandwidth compared
to the UWB needs. For this reason rectangular slot is discarded.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between rectangular slot with different ground plane
sizes
Figure 3.7: 3D U slot
Figure 3.8: 3D I slot
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(a) Variable parameters
(b) Fixed parameters
Figure 3.9: Parameters of U slot
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3.1.2 U Slot
The second basic element which is investigated is a slot with an U shape, illus-
trated in figure 3.7. The idea under this U slot is to increase the path along
which the current propagates to obtain a bigger bandwidth. In this case, the
simulated model is also fed with a microstrip that terminates in open circuit
stub and which is excitated with coaxial cable. In figure 3.9 are represented
both, the fixed and the variable model parameters. In order to obtain a good
impedance matching three parametric simulations (for the k, lenght_stub and
thickness_Rogers7 factors) have been done, maintaining the size of ground plane
fixed (17mm x 17 mm). As it can be seen in figure 3.10a, 3.10b and 3.10c the
values optimized are the following:
 k = 2.4 mm
 length_stub = 3.78 mm
 thickness_Rogers = 1.5 mm
The resulting S11 of U slot with these parameters is shown in figure 3.11.
The principal drawbacks of U slot are the elliptical polarization and a strong
dependence on the ground plane size, as shown in figure 3.12. The first disad-
vantage can be seen in figure 3.13, where the Theta and Phi components of the
E and H planes of the radiation patterns are shown. We can see that Theta
and Phi components of U slot are comparable and thus linear polarization can
not assumed. This can be solved by changing the shape of the antenna to I,
as shown in figure 3.8. By doing so currents at the slot edges are cancelled, as
illustrated in figure 3.15, and the crosspolar components of the radiation pat-
terns tends to decrease, as shown in figure 3.14. Finally the S11 trend of I slot,
shown in figure 3.16, is very similar to the same of U slot.
Even though the U slot has a good impedance matching between the range
4-8 GHz, it is discarded for its high dependence on the ground plane size.
3.1.3 Open slot
The third inspected antenna consists of a modification of the open broadband
slot proposed in reference [6]. In this article a particular broadband slot with
dual band-rejection which leads to form triple-band operation is presented. The
dual band-rejection is obtained by etching two slits on the ground plane. In order
to match this example with the system requirements, the follow modifications
are necessary:
 The two slits have been eliminated to obtain a flat band;
 The size of open-slot has been changed to achieve a good antenna matching
between 5− 10GHz.
6The coaxial inner size and coaxial core size are calculated regarding the 50 Ω input
impedance and the resonance frequency.
7For each value of thickness_Rogers corresponds a specific value of width_feed
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(a) Parametric of parameter k (thickness_Rogers=1.5mm and
length_stub=3.78mm)
(b) Parametric of parameter length_stub (thick-
ness_Rogers=1.5mm and k=2.4mm)
(c) Parametric of parameter thickness_Rogers (k=2.4mm and
length_stub=3.78mm)
Figure 3.10: Results of parametric simulation of U slot
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Figure 3.11: S11of U slot with k = 2.4 mm, length_stub = 3.78 mm and thick-
ness_Rogers = 1.5 mm
Figure 3.12: Comparison between U slot with different groundplane sizes
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Figure 3.13: Radiation patterns of U slot for f = 7.5 GHz
Figure 3.14: Radiation patterns of I slot for f = 7.5 GHz
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Figure 3.15: Polarization of U and I slot
Figure 3.16: S11of I slot with k = 2.4 mm, length_stub = 3.78 mm and thick-
ness_Rogers = 1.5 mm
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Figure 3.17: 3D Open slot
Figure 3.18: Parameters of open slot
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Figure 3.19: S11of open slot
The microstrip line is excited with a waveport. The figures 3.17 and 3.18
show the simulated open slot antenna and parameter values. In the following
are illustrated the values of parameter:
 width_PEC = 14.4 mm
 length_PEC = 26 mm
 s = 3.45 mm8
 r1 = 3.6 mm
 G = 7.2 mm
 thickness_Rogers = 0.8 mm
As figure 3.19 shows, the slot has excellent impedance matching in a large
frequency range. More precisely the bandwidth a - 6 dB has a relative bandwidth
of 1 : 4, whereas the bandwidth a - 10 dB has a relative bandwidth of 1 : 2.4.
Due to this good simulation result a first 3-element array of this kind of
slot is simulated. The simulated model is shown in figure 3.20. The total array
length is 71 mm and, regarding the system requirement, the ∆el (delta_el in
figure 3.20) is set to 20 mm. Analyzing the simulation9 results, shown in figures
3.21, 3.22, 3.23, it can be deduced that:
 There is not a notable difference of bandwidth between the basic element
alone and the central array element;
 There are high coupling factors;
8The s value is calculated for achieve to input impedance of 50 W
9In the simulation process it is fed the central element (element 2 in figure 3.20)
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Figure 3.20: Open slot array
Figure 3.21: Comparison between open slot single element and open slot array
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Figure 3.22: Coupling factors of open slot array
Figure 3.23: Radiation patterns of open slot array for f = 7.5 GHz
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Figure 3.24: Slot between the array elements
 There is a high cross-polarization for both radiation patterns, hence po-
larization can be not assumed as linear;
 The direction of maximum radiation is not z.
In order to solve the coupling effect, mainly due to surface waves on the
ground plane, we have done a slot between the elements to reduce them, as
shown in figure 3.24. However no significant improvements have been reached.
To decrease the cross-polarization and in order to change the array direc-
tivity, symmetrical geometries are projected. In figure 3.25 this solution is
presented. The simulation results are shown in figures 3.26 and 3.27. As seen
are presented, the cross-polar component in both E and H planes is quite low
and hence the radiation is directed toward the z-axis. Unfortunately this model
has a very narrow bandwidth.
Different parametric simulations of thickness_Rogers have been conducted
in order to increase antenna bandwidth but they led to poor results. For this
reason the open slot has also been discarded.
3.1.4 Bow-tie slot
The bow-tie slot represents the last simulated antenna and it is the basic element
chosen for the final array. Before the antenna design the feeding methods is
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Figure 3.25: Examples of open slot for decreasing cross-polarization
Figure 3.26: S11of symmetrical model of open slot
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Figure 3.27: Radiation patterns of second symmetrical model of open slot for f
= 7.5 GHz
selected regarding the feeding methods analyzed in section 2.2.
3.1.4.1 Feeding technique
Bifilar line and coaxial probe are discarded for its bulky integration in the
fabrication process of the antenna. They require solderings or connectors which
are not suitable for the array reduced size. While CPW feed is not used for its
high impedance. For these reasons we have selected microstrip feed for its trade-
off between simple impedance matching, good bandwidth and better reliability.
The drawback that represents having to do drill holes is assumed because a
massive production is not required. The antenna bandwidth, the spurious feed
radiation and the polarization purity can be controlled with the optimization of
substrate thickness. Finally the choose between short-circuited and proximity-
coupled microstrip feed is obtained through the analysis of simulation results. In
figure 3.28 is shown the comparison between the the bow-tie fed with a short-
circuited and open-circuited ( λ04 stub ) microstrip feed. As illustrated the
proximity-coupled microstrip feed produces a bandwidth reduction and thus a
frequency selectivity.
Hence short-circuited microstrip feed is chosen as feeding technique for the
bow-tie slot.
3.1.4.2 Bow-tie design
The bow-tie slot model and its principal parameters are shown in figures 3.29
and 3.30. As explained previously and shown in the figure, the model is fed with
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Figure 3.28: Comparison between short-circuited and proximity-coupled mi-
crostrip feed for bow-tie slot
Figure 3.29: 3D bow-tie slot
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Figure 3.30: Parameters of bow-tie slot
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(a) S11 (b) Impedance
Figure 3.31: Simulation results of bow-tie slot
microstrip line that is short circuited with the ground plane and the feeding line
is excitated with a coaxial cable.
For the simulations a model with the following fixed parameters is used:
 width_PEC = 20 mm
 length_PEC = 50 mm
 L = 37.5 mm
 thickness_Rogers = 0.5 mm
 width_feed = 0.27 mm
After several parametric simulations the variable parameters with the superior
impedance matching are:
 s = 0.5 mm
 width_feed = 0.27 mm
 radius_slot = 5 mm
The simulation results of the model with these parameters is shown in figure
3.31. As commented previously, the bow tie slot has a large band, around a
1:3, and an average resistance of 100 Ω. In contrast, the reactance trend is not
plane near to zero. In order to increase the bandwidth, the shape of the bow-tie
can be modified, as shown 3.32. Although there are small improvements in the
reactance trend, the bandwidth is reduced. For this reason the selected model
is bow-tie slot with the initial shape.
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Figure 3.32: Other bow-tie slot simulated for increasing the bandwidth
Figure 3.33: Bow-tie slot Array1
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Figure 3.34: Bow-tie slot Array2
After the selection of basic element, the array is designed. In order to reduce
the coupling factor, two array configurations are analyzed, which are called
Array1 and Array2. In the first configuration, which is shown in figure 3.33,
the elements are orthogonal in relation to the microstrip feed and they are
distributed on two different lines. While Array2, illustrated in figure 3.34, is
simply a linear array. By placing the elements in two columns ( Array1 ) we
persecute a reduction of the coupling between the antennas. To obtain a correct
impedance matching a tapering in the microstrip line has to be performed.
This tapering permits the gradual passage from connector impedance of 50 Ω
to element impedance of 100 Ω. For both configurations the distance of the
elements (∆el) is set to 20 mm, regarding the system requirement. Finally, in
the simulation, it is always excited the central element ( element 3 for Array1
and 2 for Array2). The simulated models in the Cartesian coordinate system is
illustrated in the figures 3.33 and 3.34.
The size of simulated Array1 is:
 width_PEC = 50 mm
 length_PEC = 88 mm
Analyzing the simulation results, which are shown in figures 3.35 and 3.37,
it can be deduced:
 A slight bandwidth difference of the basic element and the array element;
 A large bandwidth, around 1 : 3;
 A low coupling factors, each of them are less than -15 dB;
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Figure 3.35: Array1 S-parameters
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Figure 3.36: Array2 S-parameters
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Figure 3.37: Radiation patterns of Array1 (simulated model in the figure 3.33)
for f = 7.5 GHz
Figure 3.38: Radiation patterns of Array2 ( simulated model in the figure 3.34)
for f = 7.5 GHz
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 Clearly omnidirectional radiation patterns;
 A low cross-polarization, thus a linear polarization is obtained;
 Direction of radiation maximum is z.
Instead, considering the second configuration, the dimensions of Array 2 are:
 width_PEC = 50 mm
 length_PEC = 60 mm
Observing the obtained graphs, figures 3.36 and 3.38, it can be denoted that:
 Large bandwidth, around 1 : 2.5;
 Higher coupling factors between elements, ( less than -10 dB );
 Clearly omnidirectional radiation patterns;
 A very low cross-polarization ( around -45 dB ), hence a linear polarization
is achieved;
 Direction of radiation maximun is z.
Both configurations have good results according to the system requirements,
which made these arrays suitable for the 3D Arrayed Microwave Imaging Sys-
tem. For these reasons both arrays have been manufactured. The choice of the
best configuration will be made in the last chapter using the analysis of the
measurements of the each prototype.
Chapter 4
Manufacturing and
measurement of the array
In this chapter the experimental results of the fabricated prototypes are pre-
sented. For an array of eight elements, the design of feeding network is also
presented. ADS 2009 1 is the platform used for the simulation of the feeding
network and it is utilized to obtain the layouts for the production process. All
the prototypes are produced through a photolithography process.
4.1 Array of three elements
First of all the two configurations selected in section 3.1.4 are drawn in ADS
2009. In figures 4.1 and 4.3 the respective resultant layouts of Array1 and
1The Advanced Design System (ADS) is a high-frequency/high-speed platform for co-
design of integrated circuits (IC), packages and boards. Producer: Agilent Technologies Inc.
Figure 4.1: Array1 layout
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Figure 4.2: Array1
Figure 4.3: Array2 layout
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Figure 4.4: Array2
Array2 are shown. The encircled crosses present in both arrays are used for the
plane alignment in the fabrication process. It is important to remember that
the microstrip feeding lines are tapered and they are short-circuited with the
ground plane. For these initial prototypes the direct connection of the feed and
the metal plane has been manually produced. To do that the ground plane is
perforated for each bow-tie slot in a central position near to the aperture and
the connection is achieved by soldering a metal wire of 0.6 mm. The fabricated
antennas with the respective real sizes are shown in figures 4.2 and 4.4.
With the purpose of achieving correct experimental data it is fundamental
to consider some issues. The length of cable can influence the measurements,
more precisely at high frequencies long cables can lead to many problems. For
this reason a short cable is required.
Moreover the resulting unbalanced structure of the array given by the combi-
nation of the slot, which is balanced, and the coaxial cable feeding ( unbalanced )
produce the so-called Balun effect. The two conductors have a different voltages
and more precisely the coaxial cable is connected to the ground. This unbal-
ance produces dissimilar currents in the antenna. Their difference is produced
from undesirable current that flows above the exterior coaxial mesh toward the
ground. This effect produces anomalies in the radiation pattern and in the input
impedance. There are many methods to solve Balun effect, which are described
in the reference [5]. In our case, we have used an absorbent material for sim-
plicity. In particular a thin layer af absorbent material has been placed between
the coaxial cables and the antenna, as shown in figure 4.5.
For each measurement, the two cables of VNA are connected to two different
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Figure 4.5: Array with absorbent material
array elements, while the third element is matched with a 50 Ω load. In figures
4.6 and 4.7 the comparison of experimental and simulation results are shown.
As these figures illustrate, there is a minor difference between experimental
and simulation results for both arrays. Furthermore it has been verified the array
polarization with the use of a metallic cylinder. In fact, positioning the metallic
object in front of the antenna the polarization direction can be deduced. For a
vertically polarized antenna, if we place the metallic cylinder vertically in front
of the antenna a strong change into the received signal can be observed, while if it
is placed horizontaly the change is imperceptible. In this case the behavior of the
prototypes is very similar to the behavior of the simulated models. Encouraged
by this good results the design of array with eight elements has been drafted.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison among experimental and simulation data of Array1
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Figure 4.7: Comparison among experimental and simulation data of Array2
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4.2 Array of eight elements
For this first prototype, we have considered to place the switching circuit in
a independent module to facilitate the testing of this device. In subsequent
prototypes, which are not treated in this work, the switching circuit is planned
to be integrated in the antenna board to reduce the size of the whole system.
Due to the array dimensions, the lengths of the feeding lines are comparable to
the wavelength, hence the design of the feeding network requires a separated
study. For this reason before the fabrication, the fed line of the both prototypes
has to be simulated with ADS 2009.
4.2.1 Feeding network design
The physical requirements for the feeding network are as follows:
 The connection part must be in one side of the antenna board to facilitate
the connection with the switching circuit;
 The distance between two fed lines in the connection part must be equal
to 13 mm to permit the connection of the SMA connector.
The objectives of the network design are:
 Low attenuation;
 Low coupling factor;
 Negligible phase shift between different lines.
The first and second points are easily controlled with the analysis of S param-
eters of each line. The Sii absolute value of each line must be constant and
near to zero in order to obtain a minimum attenuation. While, for achieving
the second objective, the Sij absolute value must be lower than -20 dB. The
coupling factors are studied considering neighbor antennas. Finally the phase
shift is null when all lines have the same length. The UWB bandwidth, at which
the prototypes must run, increases the difficulty of reaching this objective. In
fact for high frequencies a insignificant displacement of a millimeter corresponds
a large phase displacement, such as illustrated in table 4.1.
Phase shift ( ° ) 360 180 90 45 22.5
Wavelength shift ( λ 2) 1 12
1
4
1
8
1
16
Millimeter shift ( mm ) 40 20 10 5 2.5
Table 4.1: Correspondence of millimeter and degree shifts
In figures 4.8 and 4.9 the final feeding networks for Array1 and Array2 are
shown.
As it can be seen for both array configurations the distance between the
elements is 20 mm and the spacing of the connectors is 13 mm. Furthermore
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Figure 4.8: Array1 feeding network
Figure 4.9: Array2 feeding network
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Figure 4.10: Zig-zag fed line path
each fed line is tapered in order to permit the impedance matching from 100
Ω to 50 Ω. Note that the green boxes replace the bow-tie slots, therefore they
have the same size (10 mm and 37.5 mm) and the same array position. In this
figures, the numbers at the feeding lines edges indicate at which antenna are
connected.
When designing the feeding network it is important to take into account
several issues:
 Avoid 90° angles. Instead we use curved bends;
 Place the lines sufficiently separated to avoid high coupling factors;
 Ensure minimum length. In our case it is imposed by the last element ( 8
in Array1 and 1 in Array2 ).
An example of erroneous path is shown in figure 4.10.
The simulation results of the models illustrated in figure 4.8 and 4.9 are in
detail shown in figure 4.11 and 4.12.
The module trend of each fed line of both arrays is near to zero. For Array2,
which has the best result, the fed lines have the same trend for all element
positions and the curves are almost costant in the frequency range. While for
Array1 each element line has different trend and each curve is quite irregular in
the bandwidth.
The field phase has a good results for both array configurations, as the 3D
graphs shown. For the Array2 the maximum phase shift is 10°, thus it leads
a wavelength displacement of λ36 which corresponds a difference of 1.11 mm
between the fed line lengths. Also for the Array1 the maximum phase shift is
low, indeed it is 20° which corresponds to a path difference of λ18 . Thus the
phase shift of the both arrays is negligible. Moreover the presence of a plane in
the phase graphs demonstrates that all fed lines have the same length.
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After the design of the feeding networks, the process is continued with the
manufacturing of the prototypes.
Figure 4.11: Simulation results of Array1 feeding network
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Figure 4.12: Simulation results of Array2 feeding network
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Figure 4.13: Array layouts done with ADS 2009
4.2.2 Prototypes
Before the presentation of fabricated prototypes it is important to remember
the characteristics of dielectric substrate used:
 Type = Rogers 4003 (εR = 3.55);
 Thickness = 0.5 mm.
In figure 4.13 the final layout for the photolithography process is shown.
The feeding is performed with a short circuited microstrip line placed at the
bottom layer of the substrate. In this case, the short circuit has been done
using a metalization process consisting of covering with metal a drill hole that
connects the microstrip line with the antenna ground plane. The hole has been
performed close to the slot port situated at the middle of the antenna. In the
layout a single bow-tie slot is also present. This element will be used as a probe
in the final measurements of the selected prototype.
In figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 the final fabricated prototypes are shown. The
Array2 and the probe are manufactured by photolithography and metallization
process, whereas for the production of Array1 raised several problems. The met-
allization of the Array1 was not possible, due to its large size. For this reason,
each short circuit was made manually. Moreover, also the photolithography
process had some problems, since the printed microstrip of feed are irregular
metal line, thus it is necessary to complete manually each line.
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Figure 4.14: Array1 prototype
4.3 Measurements of the eight elements array
In this section are discussed the measurement results of the two prototypes and
the best configuration is chosen.
4.3.1 Measurement setup
In order to test the performance of the manifactured arrays the measurement
depicted in figure 4.17 has been performed. With this setup the designed array
is used as a probe to measure the know radiated field of an antenna. As, it can
be seen, the system is composed of:
 VNA;
 Illuminator antenna ( Ridged horn );
 Antenna under test ( Array1 or Array2 );
 Two fixed stages;
 Absorbent material.
Both antennas are connected to the VNA with a short cables, in order to obtain
a reliable measure. To test the two arrays a Ridged horn antenna has been used
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Figure 4.15: Array2 prototype
Figure 4.16: Probe bow-tie slot
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Figure 4.17: Measurement system
as a illuminator. The fixed stages support the two antennas separated a distance
d = 1.5 m. Finally absorbent material is used to avoid undesired reflections.
The radiated field is measured from each array element, which works in
individual mode ( explained in 1.3.3 ). The selection of specific element is done
manually, in practice for each measurement. The antennas are successively
connected to the output port of the VNA. The remainder elements are loaded
with a 50 Ω load.
The results of experimental data are represented in a 3D plot, where:
 z axis represents the field module / phase;
 x axis represents the frequency;
 y axis represents the corresponding number of the array element.
Such as illustrated in figure 4.17, the radiated field of horn antenna is initially a
spherical wave (near-field region), a becoming more flat as the distance increases
resulting in a plane wave in the far-field region.
4.3.2 Measurement results
When dealing with experimental measurements of real prototypes is common to
observe differences between them and the simulations. In this case, in spite of
designing the feeding network in order to have the same phase at each element,
in the measurements we observe different behaviors for the different antennas.
Hence a calibration is required. The calibration consists of defining the central
element of the array as a phase reference and compensate this phase at all the
elements.
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The distance between both antennas ensure that the measurement as per-
formed in far-field conditions. Thus, theoretically, each prototype element
should measure the same field. This is traduced in practice to a constant inten-
sity and linear phase for the measured field. The figure 4.18 is the photo of the
real measurement setup. While in figures 4.19 and 4.20 the experimental data
are shown.
The field intensity measured by Array1 is not constant. Indeed, as illustrated
in figure 4.19 there are several peaks in each element and for any frequency. Also
the field phase has a particular trend. Although it is linear for low frequencies
(2-5 GHz ), in the high frequencies (9-12GHz ) there are an important phase
displacements among the elements. The coupling factor and irregularity in the
feeding network can be a possible reasons of these results. In fact as commented
in the paragraph 4.2.2, the big dimensions of the array do not allow the usual and
more precise manufacturing process and thus it had to be completed manually.
Observing the feed lines with the lens there are several irregularities in the line
paths.
In contrast the results of Array2 are superior. Although the field intensity
has a few peaks, the general trend is constant. Furthermore the peak amplitudes
of module measured with Array2 are lower than the ones measured with Array1.
The field phase is linear for all elements and for the whole bandwidth. Hence,
the measured behavior of Array2 satisfies the theoretical expectations and for
this reason it is chosen as a final prototype.
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Figure 4.18: Real measurement setup
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Figure 4.19: Calibration results of Array1
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Figure 4.20: Calibration results of Array2
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Figure 4.21: Final measurement setup of Array2
4.3.3 Final test of Array2
In this section another measurement is presented in order to attest the selected
array configuration. For this final check the same test system has been used but
the field of the Ridged horn antenna is measured with a probe (bow-tie slot),
such as illustrated in figure 4.21. The objective of these measurements is to
compare the results obtained with the real array with the results obtained for a
virtual array created by moving a probe ( bow-tie slot ) at the same positions
as the real array. This procedure is achieved by manually moving the probe.
In figure 4.22 the comparison between the array and the single element is
shown. More precisely, it presents the measure of field intensity at f = 4 GHz
and d = 1.5 m by the Array2 and bow tie slot. Note that with this distance we
ensure far-field conditions and thus we obtain a flat curve. Moreover another
measurement with d = 20 cm has been done. In this case we will measure the
near-field of the antenna and thus we obtain a curved plot, as shown in figure
4.23.
As it can be seen, the two field measurements are quite similar. The dif-
ference of the curves can be attributed to the coupling factor of Array2, which
affects in different manner each element. The achieved measurement results
confirm a good real behavior of Array2. The experimental data matches quite
good with the simulation results and the system requirements are satisfied.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of Array2 and probe ( bow tie slot ) in far-field region
Figure 4.23: Comparison of Array2 and probe ( bow tie slot ) in near-field region
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this work the complete design of a vertical antenna array for a 3D arrayed
microwave system is presented. At the beginning, several types of antennas
and feeding techniques are theoretically analyzed in order to get an overview of
the framework and the choice of the used imaging setup. Subsequently several
models are designed and simulated with the objective to satisfy the system re-
quirements. After the selection of the basic element, two array configurations
are studied and simulation and experimental results of three element array are
compared. The array of eight elements is designed in the last part with special
attention to the feeding network, which due to its complexity it had to be sim-
ulated separately. Finally two different configuration have been fabricated and
measured. The measurements are the final test used for verifying the real be-
havior of designed arrays. With this results the array with the best performance
has been chosen.
As a result of the former procedure a bow-tie microstrip slot has been chosen
as a basic element. The eight elements which configurate the array have been
placed linearly since a better behavior has been obtained together with a smaller
size and more simplicity with respect to the other configuration. With the
combination of these two design choices a real array suitable for microwave
tomography systems has been obtained.
The final prototype satisfies the majority of the system requirements. It
works in the UWB frequencies and it has a good impedance matching be-
tween 5− 10GHz. The polarization of the prototype is vertical and the cross-
polarization factor is very low. The spacing between the elements fulfills Nyquist
sampling criteria and the total array weight is low. The prototype has a modest
coupling factors of both the elements and the feeding lines. Moreover the array
elements are fed by microstrip lines, which are the simplest feeding technique.
Finally the array has an easily and low-cost production.
The drawbacks of bow-tie array prototype are the weak structure and the
wide size ( 200 mm x 100 mm ). The low dispositive rigidness is due to the
low thickness of dielectric substrate ( Rogers 4003 of 0.5 mm of thickness ).
The large array dimensions are the cause of many problems found during this
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project. Initially in the simulation of the array and the feeding network and
subsequently in the fabrication process. With the purpose of reduce the high
simulation time is used less restrictive parameters. While in order to solve the
production problem, the real prototype has been manually completed. Although
the measurement results are good, the final results are definitely influenced
by these problems. Since less restrictive simulation parameters do not permit
a good reliability of results and the manual contribution can create physical
irregularity.
Future work
The principal lines of future work are related to improvements in the array
features:
Work-1 To attest the prototype behavior in the 3D arrayed microwave sys-
tem including the switching system;
Work-2 Integration of switching circuit in the antenna board.
Work-3 Improvements with respect to size and structure of array.
The first is the most important work. It is essential to check the real prototype
operation in the system, the enhancements regarding the precedent virtual ar-
ray and the study of new possible version of this bow tie slot array.
The second work is a subsequent of prototype designed in this work, as ex-
plained in the section 4.2. The objective of this work is to reduce the size of the
whole system, combining the transmition / reception part with the multiplexed
part.
Finally the last work contains the objective of increase the prototype perfor-
mances, in fact a smaller size may permit a lower simulation time and a me-
chanical fabrication.
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Annex
Article
The follow article proposes 3D arrayed microwave tomoraphic system. The re-
sults of this work is described in the array design part. This system is presented
at 2010 IEEE international conference on wireless information technology and
systems in the beginning of september 2010 at Honolulu.
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Introduction 
 
Microwaves and in particular the ultra wideband (UWB) frequency range has been exploited for the last 
years due to its potential in medical imaging research field. Microwave imaging has been proposed as a 
complementary or alternative scanning method to X-ray imaging, ultrasounds or MRI, being the more 
established imaging tools however presenting limitations [1]. The potential of microwave imaging for 
practical clinical use is significant due to a wide variety of advantages, which satisfy the requirements for 
an efficient imaging system, including the use of low-power non-ionizing radiation, low-cost system 
implementation, detection of malignancy at early stage and patient comfort. Moreover the tradeoff 
between penetration and resolution provided by UWB frequencies, together with its capability to 
experiment highly sensitive and specific interactions depending on the tissue nature, drove its application 
to the detection of breast tumors or even brain strokes. 
 
Active microwave imaging techniques are generally categorized as tomographic and radar-based 
techniques. The design and fabrication of antennas and systems for each application present particular 
requirements. Typical antenna design examples include monopoles, slots, bowties, waveguides or horn 
antennas [2], [3], [4]. While in time domain radar methods a non-resonant antenna is needed to avoid the 
pulse degradation; in tomographic case, the main issue is to collect a sufficient number of scattered field 
points to recover the currents in the inverse scattering problem. To do that, for a given transmitter, the 
field is measured at all the receiving antennas and this procedure is successively repeated for each 
transmitter. This can be accomplished by either using a real array of multiplexed antennas or virtually 
creating it with the movement of two antennas. While the second approach avoids the coupling between 
antennas and the complexity of the multiplexing system; it is not suitable for a real time system due to the 
prolonged duration of the measurement. Hence most of the times the virtual array approach is used for the 
early stages of the prototype converging into antenna arrays for the clinical prototype.  
 
In this paper, a combined tomographic imaging system comprising the rotation of a multiplexed linear 
antenna array around the object under test is designed. With this system a cylindrical sampling is 
obtained, allowing to scan realistic phantoms without important restrictions on its shape. This, combined 
with the non-application specific 3D UWB Hybrid Focusing reconstruction algorithm, allows to use this 
system in a wide range of applications. The design of a multiplexed array of UWB antennas for medical 
applications entails significant challenges including a large impedance bandwidth, small size and low 
coupling between elements, which will be treated in this paper.  
 
Reconstruction Algorithm 
 
The reconstruction algorithm imposes additional requirements to the antenna array. In particular for a 
cylindrical imaging system composed by ௏ܰ rings of ுܰ antennas of radius ܽ separated a distance ݏ in the 
vertical direction, ுܰ has to be chosen in order to avoid loss of information according to (see Fig. 1): 
ுܰ ൒
4ߨ݂ܽඥ߳଴
ܿ଴  
 
(1) 
 
In the same fashion, ݏ must be smaller than half a wavelength for the whole operating band in order to 
fulfill Nyquist sampling criteria. 
Fig. 1. Sketch of the cylindrical antenna 
 
Under this sampling conditions, the 3D UWB Hybrid Focusing algorithm [5] can be used to recover an 
image of the contrast profile ൫ܥሺݎԦሻ൯ which is related to the complex permittivity of the object under test 
(߳ሺݎԦሻ) and the external medium (߳଴): 
ܥሺݎԦሻ ൌ 1 െ ߳ሺݎԦሻ߳଴  
 
(2) 
 
The contrast profile is obtained by the incoherent multi-frequency combination of coherent multi-view 
focused images calculated by applying the subsequent equation: 
 
ܥሚ൫ሬ݇Ԧଵ ൅ ሬ݇Ԧଶ൯ ൌ
1
݆߱߳଴ ෍ ෍ ܧ
௦ ቀݎԦ் ೔; ݎԦோೕቁ ܫ
ேಹேೇ
௝ୀଵ
ேಹேೇ
௜ୀଵ
൫ݎԦ் ೔; ሬ݇Ԧଵ൯ܫ ቀݎԦோೕ; ሬ݇Ԧଶቁ 
 
(3) 
 
 
Where the spectrum of the contrast profile ቀܥሚ൫ሬ݇Ԧ൯ቁ  is expressed as the combination of the scattered field 
measurements at all the cylindrical antenna positions ( ܧ௦ ) weighted by the current distribution 
coefficients (ܫ) that applied on our cylindrical antenna would obtain a plane wave towards ሬ݇Ԧ௜. Fig. 2 show 
the results of the reconstruction of a simulated simplified model of brain presenting a spherical blood 
vessel inside (see Fig. 2a for a sketch of the geometry and Table I for the permittivity values used in the 
simulation of the brain model). Fig. 2b represents the intersection of the three main planes intersecting at 
the center of the vessel and Fig. 2c  is a detail of the horizontal plane. This results show the good 
performance of the algorithm for retrieving the shape and the different layers and also for detecting the 
blood vessel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Simulated model. (b) Intersection of the 3 main planes. (c) Horizontal plane. 
Fig. 2.  Reconstruction of a simulated simplified model of brain with a blood vessel ( ௏ܰ=25, ுܰ=32, 
ܽ=150 mm and ݏ=10 mm). 
Tissue Exterior Skin Skull Grey matter White matter Blood vessel 
ࣕ࢘ 40 40 13 50 40 50 
Table I. Dielectric properties of the simplified brain model. 
 
Array Design 
 
The implementation of the cylindrical imaging system will be done as depicted in Fig. 3a. The object 
under test and the receiving array are mounted on two independent high-resolution rotary stages around 
the same rotation axis, while the transmitting array remains in a fixed location. Both transmitting and 
receiving arrays are composed by ௏ܰ elements which can be selected as the active element by means of a 
SP8T (Single Pole 8 Throw) governed by a microcontroller. The combined rotation of the object and the 
receiving array together with a convenient multiplexing sequence, allows to construct two virtual 
concentric cylindrical arrays for the transmitter and receiver respectively. The received signal is measured 
using a 2-port VNA which performs a frequency sweep in the UWB frequency range (3.1 – 10.6 GHz). 
By means of a computer the whole measurement process (switching, rotation sequence and data 
acquisition) is automated and the results stored and processed. 
 
A microstrip bow-tie slot antenna has been chosen as the radiating element for its easy manufacturing and 
feeding together with its capability to produce large bandwidths in a compact size, see Fig. 3b. It consists 
of a sandwiched structure with two metallic grounded substrates separated by a light foam layer. The 
grounded substrate close to the target contains the radiating bow-tie slot in the exterior conductor and a 
microstrip feeding line in the interior side. The second grounded plane is situated at a distance of a 
quarter-wavelength at the center frequency from the radiating structure and acts as a reflector in order to 
produce a unidirectional radiation towards the volume under investigation. Rogers RO4003C (߳ோைସ଴଴ଷ ൌ
3.4) of 0.8 mm in thickness has been chosen as substrate for its good stability in frequency. The antenna 
is fed by a tappered 50 Ω microstrip line short circuited with the slot ground plane.  
 
Fig. 3a. System schematic. Fig. 3b. Geometry of the single element. 
 
Results 
 
Fig. 4a shows the results of a HFSS simulation of the single element in terms of input match. As can be 
seen, a good matching is accomplished between 3 and 12 GHz representing a bandwidth of 1:4. Fig. 4b 
includes the radiation patterns corresponding to XZ and YZ planes for the center frequency. It can be seen 
that the antenna polarization is merely lineal and vertical as required for the reconstruction algorithm and 
x 
z 
y 
the radiation pattern presents a max
to the reflector. The measured result
 
Fig. 4a. Input matching of the anten
A 3D cylindrical microwave tomog
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